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Introduction

the growing attention to sustainable and green finance 
is linked to a number of recent developments at global 
level, such as the increasing concern over inequality, both 
between the developed and the developing countries 
and within the rich countries. in the context of the glo‑
balisation of the economy, society is also attaching more 
importance to respect for social values, so that trade in 
certain goods or services, such as weapons, is considered 
unethical, and the same applies to exploitation, inhuman 
working conditions and the use of child labour. moreover, 
the financial crisis that erupted in 2008 raised a number 
of questions concerning the sustainability of the prevailing 
growth and profit model of financial institutions. likewise, 
there is growing environmental awareness (e.g. concern‑
ing pollution of the soil and the oceans), which involves 
an intergenerational aspect (namely the “legacy” being 
left for subsequent generations).

one specific aspect concerning the environment is global 
warming. many reports not only present the facts of global 
warming and its human origins but also examine its poten‑
tial consequences. Although the estimates diverge, it seems 
that global warming will also have a substantial impact on 
the economic system, unless we succeed in limiting the rise 
in temperature to 2°c above pre‑industrial levels. the wide‑
spread conviction that immediate action must be taken 
has led to a number of rounds of climate negotiations and 
agreements (for instance in kyoto and paris).

These societal choices and the global constraints con‑
fronting the economy are expressed in savers’ demand for 

“ethical” financial products, and in the need to fund new 
corporate investment projects (such as green investment).

to illustrate sustainable and green investment and finance, 
this article focuses mainly on developments concerning 
the climate, and more particularly energy. Nevertheless, 
there are of course other sustainable initiatives, for exam‑
ple those pursuing social or ethical objectives or relating 
to organic farming.

the article comprises five sections. Section 1 explains why 
the need for sustainable and green finance is increasing 
and discusses the demand for that form of financing. 
Section 2 examines the supply of sustainable and green 
finance. Section 3 takes a closer look at the promising ex‑
ample of the booming market in green bonds. Section 4 
summarises the situation in belgium, and finally, section 5 
sets out the main challenges and policy implications.

1. demand for green finance

Against the backdrop of today’s climate related issues, 
demand for green finance is best illustrated by reference 
to green investment. Investment in green energy is a typi‑
cal example of the changing demand for funding for the 
purpose of producing energy.

This type of investment is the logical corollary to the 
global climate negotiations. In the latest round of negotia‑
tions at the paris conference in 2015 (cop21), a general 
agreement was reached on a global objective (namely 
to limit the rise in temperature to less than 2°C above 
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pre‑industrial levels). the worldwide objective was then 
translated into targets per country or per major economic 
region. The EU undertook to achieve some objectives, 
which were then divided among the various member 
States. In Belgium’s case, the national target then needs 
an additional breakdown among the three Regions.

in the specific case of belgium, but also for some other 
countries such as germany, the switch to a form of energy 
production with lower co2 emissions is more challenging 
because of the decision in principle to phase out nuclear 
power. if energy can no longer be generated by nuclear 
power plants, a larger proportion of the production must 
come from alternative (renewable) sources, necessitating 
additional changes in the energy production mix.

massive investment is needed throughout the world in 
various spheres, including of course in green energy capac‑
ity, but also in energy efficiency or in public transport, etc.

However, it should be stressed that this essential invest‑
ment will not only entail huge costs. apart from the 
favourable impact on the climate and the avoidance of 
the harmful effects of an excessive rise in temperatures, 
it will stimulate economic activity in the short term and in 
so doing will help to rescue European and other countries 
from the low‑growth trap.

1.1 Climate targets

The EU’s climate objectives concern three areas, namely 
renewable energy, energy efficiency, and greenhouse 
gas emissions. They target three reference years, namely 
2020, 2030 and 2050.

the objectives for 2020 were set in 2007 ; in 2009, 
they were incorporated into legally‑binding texts. thus, 
in 2020, 20 % of the Eu’s energy will have to come 

Chart 1 CLIMATE TARGETS OF THE EU AND BELGIUM
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from renewable sources. the aim is also to improve 
energy efficiency by 20 % relative to a reference sce‑
nario. Achieving that entails keeping primary energy 
consumption to a maximum of 1 483 mtoe (1) in 2020. 
Finally, greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 are targeted 
to be 20 % lower than their 1990 level. to reach this 
target, a distinction was made between EtS and non‑EtS 
branches. EtS stands for “Eu Emissions trading System” 
and concerns large firms operating in the energy and 
industry sectors and in intra‑European aviation. For these 
branches which together account for around 45 % of 
greenhouse gas emissions in the Eu, a system was set up 
whereby emission rights are allocated and can be traded 
between them. the aim is to reduce the emissions of 
those branches by 21 % over the period 2005‑2020. for 
non‑ETS branches such as households, agriculture and 
transport (excluding aviation), the target reduction over 
the same period is 10 %.

the objectives set at Eu level for renewable energy, energy 
efficiency and emissions of non‑EtS branches have been 
translated into binding national targets. For Belgium, the 
targets – for 2020 in each case – correspond to a 13 % 
share for renewable energy, maximum energy consump‑
tion of 43.7 mtoe and a 15 % reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions.

in 2014, new targets were agreed at Eu level for 2030. 
the share of renewable energy is to go up to at least 
27 % by then, energy efficiency has to be at least 27 % 
higher, and greenhouse gas emissions should be reduced 
by at least 40 % compared to 1990. that last target cor‑
responds to reductions of 43 % and 30 % respectively for 
the EtS and non‑EtS branches. the targets (except for the 
reduction for ETS branches) are to be allocated among the 
member States.

in the even longer term, by 2050, the Eu is aiming to cut 
emissions by 80‑95 %. 

The available data indicate that things are moving in the 
right direction, both in the Eu as a whole and in belgium. 
As regards greenhouse gas emissions, the EU has already 
achieved its target for 2020 (2), but that is certainly not 
true of belgium. as regards the share of renewable en‑
ergy and energy efficiency, there is still a long way to go 
to reach the 2020 targets in both the Eu and belgium ; 
generally speaking, that is all the more true, of course, for 
the longer‑term targets.

1.2 modification of the energy production mix

The federal government’s commitment to phasing out 
nuclear energy is an additional challenge for Belgium. The 
available numbers show that nuclear energy accounted 
for around 38 % of total electricity production in belgium 
in 2015. that proportion was rather low since, as in the 
previous year, part of the nuclear generating capacity 
was out of service. for reference, the figure for 2013 was 
51 %. nuclear power stations do not emit any co2 during 
the electricity generation process, so that it would be bet‑
ter not to replace them with fossil fuels if the climate goals 
are to be met. in 2015, fossil fuels represented roughly 
38 % of electricity production, with gas accounting for 
the major share (over 30 %).

However, replacing nuclear energy with renewable en‑
ergy sources such as wind and solar power raises another 
problem. both renewable sources depend on climatic 
conditions and therefore do not supply stable quantities 
of energy (they are intermittent sources). it will therefore 

(1) mtoe stands for million tonnes of oil equivalent.
(2) It is of course still possible that the target may not be met, e.g. if the economic 

growth up to 2020 generates higher emissions.

Chart 2  ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION MIX IN BELGIUM 
IN 2015
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undoubtedly be necessary to invest in gas power sta‑
tions which can be deployed flexibly in order to ensure 
continuity of supplies at all times in the future. However, 
that inevitably implies CO2 emissions, which will make it 
difficult to achieve the emission targets.

another solution is of course to import (even) more elec‑
tricity. Since 2000, belgium has almost always been a net 
importer of electricity. On average, net imports account 
for around 9 % of consumption. in 2014 and 2015, that 
proportion was significantly higher – namely 20‑24 % – be‑
cause the nuclear power stations were partly out of service, 
but in 2016 the figure dropped back to around 7 %. if in‑
sufficient production capacity is created in belgium to meet 
the future demand for electricity, then more electricity has 
to be imported. of course, that requires sufficient intercon‑
nections. work is currently in progress on that by the instal‑
lation of new links with germany and the united kingdom.

increased imports could help enable a country to fulfil its 
international obligations regarding greenhouse gas emis‑
sions, since those emissions will take place elsewhere. 
However, if the imported electricity is produced from fossil 
fuels, then that merely implies a transfer which does noth‑
ing towards achieving the ultimate goal, namely a reduc‑
tion in total emissions worldwide. in principle, electricity 
generation based on fossil fuels should be curbed by the 
ETS mechanism, since the cost of the emission rights is 
passed on in the selling price. in practice, however, the 
import price does not incorporate the whole of the environ‑
mental cost since the current carbon price reflects only part 
of the externalities resulting from pollution (see below).

Increased structural dependence on imports also implies a 
number of risks. If the total supply at some point is insuf‑
ficient to meet demand (1), the purchase price could go up 
sharply in the event of scarcity on the European market. 
and even if other (neighbouring) countries have suffi‑
cient supplies, systematically higher use of the available 
import capacity could mean that in times of crisis addi‑
tional imports may not be possible, potentially leading to 
black‑outs. In general, the country becomes subject to the 
closure of production units in neighbouring countries and 
dependent on the availability of networks abroad, which 
could be detrimental to Belgium’s supplies.

1.3 Green investment

It is clear from the foregoing that massive green invest‑
ment will be necessary in the future. of course, it is hard 
to put a figure on the financial resources that will be 
needed, because a lot of assumptions have to be made 
concerning a multitude of uncertain factors over a long 

time horizon. However, a number of recent publications 
by international institutions indicate that the amounts 
involved are enormous.

for instance, on its website, the Ec states that “average 
annual additional investments are projected to amount 
to €  38 billion for the Eu as a whole over the period 
2011‑2030”. the imf states that “the 2030 agenda is 
a trillion‑dollar one  […]“ (imf, 2016). the international 
Energy agency estimates that “around uSd 3.5 trillion 
in energy sector investments would be required on aver‑
age each year between 2016 and 2050, compared to 
uSd 1.8 trillion in 2015”, and according to iREna, “[…] 
cumulative additional investment would still need to 
amount to uSd 29  trillion over the period to 2050  […] 
in addition to the investment of uSd 116 trillion already 
envisaged […]” (iEa and iREna, 2017). 

2. The supply of sustainable and green 
finance

2.1 Concept

Before presenting a detailed analysis of the available sup‑
ply of sustainable and green finance, we need to clarify 
exactly what this concept covers. Sustainable and green 
finance is intended to reconcile economic performance 
with a social and environmental impact by choosing to 
invest in companies or public entities that contribute to 
sustainable development, regardless of the sector in which 
they operate. by influencing governance and the behav‑
iour of players, this type of finance ought to encourage the 
development of a responsible and sustainable economy.

Despite the consensus on these general principles, there is 
currently no unanimously accepted definition and there are 
no checks – at belgian, European or global level – which 
can establish whether the financial products claiming to be 
sustainable and green actually fit that description.

In reality, there are varying approaches to sustain‑
able and green finance mainly because of differences 
in local or national cultures, each with its own par‑
ticular concerns. For example, the social aspect car‑
ries greater weight in france, while Switzerland and 
Germany attach more importance to the environment. 
in the united  kingdom, governance is considered cru‑
cial, whereas in the Scandinavian countries and the 
united States, ethical values predominate.

(1) For example, in the event of unexpected production disruptions or at peak 
consumption times.
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Nevertheless, there are various recognised approaches to 
sustainable and green investment. they are identified and 
classified by the global Sustainable investment alliance 
(gSia (1), 2016). In Belgium, they are also recognised by 
febelfin. promoters and investors interested in sustainable 
and green finance can adopt the following principles :

– exclusion principle : products are selected by excluding 
certain sectors, companies or countries (2) on the basis 
of ethical criteria on account of their activity (tobacco, 
alcohol, arms, gambling, etc.) or the adoption of cer‑
tain specific practices (forced labour, corruption, animal 
testing, etc.) ;

– ESG integration : according to this approach, investors 
take systematic and explicit account of ESG criteria in 
their financial analysis : E stands for Environmental, S for 
Social and G for Governance.

– “best in class” approach : “best in class” funds select 
the countries or companies that perform best in terms 
of sustainability, i.e. according to environmental, social 
and governance (ESg) criteria ;

– selection on the basis of international standards (nor‑
mative control) : only countries and companies that 
respect a series of international standards and treaties (3) 
are funded with money originating from sustainable 
products ;

– thematic approach : funds in this category prefer to 
invest in countries and companies in a particular sector 
or in those that encourage certain practices (renew‑
able energy, water supply, reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions, employment, working conditions, etc.). 
In principle, the other aspects of sustainability such 
as respect for the environment, social conscience and 
good governance are also borne in mind. For example, 
account must also be taken of the social practices and 
governance of companies active in the renewable en‑
ergy sector ;

– visible social impact : this approach concerns the fi‑
nancing of businesses endeavouring to resolve specific 
environmental or social problems ;

– shareholder commitment : the shareholders actively try 
to exert beneficial influence over the attitude of the 
companies that they invest in via direct dialogue with 
the management and / or by exercising their right to 
vote at the general assembly, e.g. by trying to draw 
attention to respect for the environment, social con‑
science or good governance.

compared to “traditional” investment, sustainable and 
green investment (demand) have a number of adverse fea‑
tures that tend to make them difficult to finance (supply). 
Those features concern the return and the risk, on the one 
hand, and the associated transaction and information costs 
on the other (SEo Economisch onderzoek, 2009).

Sustainable projects’ returns and risks are influenced 
by the fact that they are often innovative and complex, 
involving advanced technology and R&D. In many cases, 
they are capital‑intensive projects with a long investment 
horizon, so that the associated returns risks are more dif‑
ficult to assess.

in the case of green financing, there is the additional 
problem that the externalities associated with energy 
production, such as greenhouse gas emissions, are not 
adequately reflected in the market price. green technolo‑
gies that reduce CO2 emissions therefore offer no price 
advantage over conventional sources.

Another relevant point is the government’s importance in 
the energy sector. As it is often a question of large‑scale 
projects, the government plays a key role in granting the 
necessary permits. It is also the government that decides 
on the award of subsidies, the levying of charges or taxes, 
etc. moreover, green energy investment often involves 
long‑term projects, so that there is always the risk that 
a new government may change the “rules of the game” 
(“regulatory risk”).

Regarding the transaction and information costs, it should 
be noted that sustainable project developers are often 
new players, so that potential investors cannot derive 
any information from their investment history. moreover, 
those new players seldom have sufficient own funds, re‑
ducing the scope for offering collateral.

in addition, potential lenders generally know little about 
the new projects and procedures, making it difficult to 
value the projects.

furthermore, sustainable investment projects are definitely 
not homogenous products. they may relate to known 
technologies or the development of entirely new ones. 
They may also range in size from quite small to very large 
projects. for example, known technologies may concern 
small systems for individuals, such as solar panels, but may 
also concern large systems such as wind parks (offshore). 
as for new technologies, they may be developed by small 
start‑ups or by very large‑scale projects such as ITER (4).

(1) Federation of organisations promoting sustainable investment, responsible for 
increasing the impact and visibility of those organisations at global level. For 
Europe, the member is Eurosif (European Sustainable investment forum), itself a 
federation of eight national forums, including Belsif for Belgium.

(2) where a country is concerned, the reference is to the securities issued by the 
country in question.

(3) Examples include the un framework convention on climate change, the 
European Convention on Human Rights, the European Convention on the 
Rights of the Child, the Forced Labour Convention, the Convention on 
cluster munitions, etc.

(4) ITER is an international research project on nuclear fusion, involving collaboration 
between china, the Eu, india, Japan, Russia, South korea and the united States. 
in 2013, work began in the south of france on construction of an experimental 
reactor, scheduled to become operational from 2035 (www.iter.org).
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All these various characteristics concerning such aspects 
as size (initially and after a certain time lapse), risk, return, 
costs, etc. imply that the various forms of sustainable 
investment have different financing needs.

the financial sector plays a crucial role in the energy 
transition because part of the private finance for sus‑
tainable and green projects is channelled through that 
sector. the growth of this investment must be accom‑
panied by redirection of capital consistent with a low 
carbon economy. Since the market for sustainable and 
green financial products is growing rapidly, adequate 
regulation is required and the financial sector must 
take account of the risks (and opportunities) associated 
with climate change. although climate change has not 
created any new risk categories, the direct and indirect 
consequences for the financial system may take the form 
of market risk, credit risk or other specific risks for insur‑
ance companies. The transmission operates mainly via 
three different channels :

– material risks : the material damage caused by climate 
change and natural disasters could impair business 
solvency and be detrimental to the development of 
international trade. Those risks are particularly relevant 
for the insurance industry since it concludes insurance 
contracts covering such losses. It is important for the 
insurance sector to maintain sufficient funds in view of 
those risks. uninsured risks may also affect the financial 
system if they damage corporate profitability and firms’ 
ability to repay their debts ;

– liability risk : this risk has both a technological and a le‑
gal dimension. first, scientific progress, in medicine for 
example, may make it possible to demonstrate a causal 
connection between a polluting industry and the health 
of consumers and workers. Such a finding could give 
rise to multiple legal actions which could damage the 
financial soundness of the industry found guilty. also, 
there is a legal vacuum concerning this liability ques‑
tion. Retroactive changes to legislation may facilitate 
claims against polluting firms, subsequently leading to 
the bankruptcy of those firms and, via a cascade effect, 
also bankrupting the investors ;

– risks associated with the transition to a low‑carbon 
economy : if that transition takes place without proper 
preparation, or is precipitated by irreversible environ‑
mental damage, it could also affect the soundness of 
the financial system. a sudden revaluation of financial 
assets and commodities, and a rapid change in energy 
costs, could trigger economic and financial crises in the 
vulnerable sectors.

These three risks are exacerbated by the uncertainty inher‑
ent in the climate models, which makes it more difficult to 
reach decisions in the financial sector and heightens the 
danger of underestimating the damage associated with 
climate change.

2.2 Factors hampering the development of 
sustainable and green finance

government bodies are becoming increasingly aware 
of the importance of a green transition, and that has 
led among other things to the establishment of market 
mechanisms such as the carbon market to penalise pollu‑
tion. nonetheless, the efforts are currently insufficient to 
completely overcome the various factors which are hold‑
ing back the development of a capital market capabale 
of financing this transition (dnb, 2017). the barriers to 
the development of a funding method that supports the 
transition may be due to imperfections on the financial 
markets or gaps in economic policies.

2.2.1 Financial markets

in theory, according to the nobel prize‑winning econo‑
mist Roland Coase, the establishment of carbon markets (1)

or emission rights should be an instrument for limiting 
the externalities resulting from greenhouse gas emissions. 
the European commission (Ec) launched the European 
market in 2005 to reduce those emissions while leaving 
the industry some flexibility. in practice, the carbon price 
covers only part of the externalities caused by pollution. 
according to the Ec’s figures, the market covers around 

Chart 3  CARBON PRICE ON THE EUROPEAN MARKET IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUOTAS

(€ / tonne of co2 equivalent)
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45 % of the greenhouse gas emissions in the European 
union (i.e. the 28 Eu member States plus iceland, 
liechtenstein and norway). the collapse of the price, 
which has hovered around € 5 per tonne of co2 equiva‑
lent since 2013, is due mainly to the granting of relatively 
generous quotas in view of the downturn in economic 
activity during the crisis. In that period, industrial activity 
declined so that the pollution automatically diminished 
and the emission quotas were accumulated.

at present, that mechanism is insufficient to encour‑
age the transition to a sustainable economy. Scientists 
estimate that each additional tonne of CO2 equivalent 
released into the atmosphere reduces social welfare by 
$ 37 to $220 (moore and diaz, 2015). in view of that as‑
sessment, a price of € 5 per tonne is clearly too low, both 
to internalise the effects of pollution and to prompt indus‑
trialists to change their production methods. moreover, 
that mechanism does not apply to certain polluting sec‑
tors, such as air transport outside Europe. A further point 
is that quotas are allocated in abundance in order to avert 
“carbon leakage”, i.e. the relocation of production activi‑
ties to less strictly regulated countries.

The failure of the carbon market therefore implies that 
firms which take account of climate change in their 
investment strategy gain only a small competitive advan‑
tage over polluting firms.

It also seems that sustainable and green investment 
projects cannot generate a financial reward for their en‑
vironmental and other efforts. For example, investment in 
green energy offers too low a return to attract large‑scale 
private finance on the equity market. the main stumbling 
block impeding the development of a capital market 
for green energy is the inadequate return on capital in‑
vested in those projects (1). Since 2008, the return on that 
capital has in fact dropped below the cost of capital (see 
left‑hand side of chart 4). it follows that, according to the 
equity market, green investment does not create enough 
value. the insufficient return is attributable mainly to the 
high cost of capital resulting from the greater technologi‑
cal risk and the lack of a stable investment policy.

moreover, the projects in question involve a relatively 
long investment period, so that they are riskier. For most 
of them, the pay‑back period (2) (3) exceeds five years, on 
average.

Finally, the problem of the return on capital is due partly 
to the fact that most of the current investment projects 
are funded by debt, which makes the return on equity 

Chart 4 COST OF FINANCING GREEN INVESTMENT FOR LISTED COMPANIES
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(3) According to the OECD’s calculations.
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less relevant for the investors (see the right‑hand side of 
chart 4). To attract more private capital, it is imperative 
to find a way of improving the financial benefits of the 
positive externalities of green investment in the light of 
social welfare. in that context, public entities have a key 
role to play in establishing mechanisms offering financial 
compensation for the favourable effects of green energy 
in particular and sustainable investment in general.

Despite the challenges mentioned above concerning prof‑
itability, the equity market does not appear to see green 
and sustainable investment as riskier than the average. 
The volatility of some of the indices representing such 
investment, published by ftSE, mSci, HSbc, nasdaq and 
dow Jones, is located on either side of the historical trend 
in the volatility of a “traditional” market index such as the 
S&p 500. only the ftSE4good index comprising the 40 
best European firms in terms of environmental practices 
seems to indicate a higher risk, which is probably due to 
the greater volatility on the European markets during that 
period. The volatility of the green and sustainable indices 
implies that investors do not appear to be influenced by 
the intrinsic risk factors of green and sustainable projects, 
such as a long pay‑back period. That representation of 
the risk contrasts with the high cost of capital and the 
long‑term character of green and sustainable projects.

Various factors may explain this perception of a limited 
risk. First, the indices only provide information on pro‑
jects funded partly by equity for some listed companies. 
However, in practice, that is not the preferred financing 
structure for investment with a risk profile like that of 
green and sustainable projects. It raises the question 
whether green indices (and more generally the equity 
market indices) are representative of the “typical” green 
and sustainable investment projects which are often car‑
ried out by young (unlisted) companies and usually tend 
to be financed by debts. another point is that projects 
which reach the stage of offering shares in their capital to 
the public are often more mature and therefore less risky.

2.2.2 Economic policy and challenges of climate 
change

not only the financial markets fall short in internalising the 
cost of pollution and in promoting green and sustainable 
investment projects but also the fact that government 
policy is insufficiently geared to the climate goals is a major 
hindrance to the development of sustainable finance.

These are some of the public policies that could be 
adapted :

– Fiscal policy that indirectly encourages pollution : it 
consists mainly of measures dating from the period 
before climate goals were explicitly taken into account ; 
reforming those measures is expensive or difficult 
(e.g. the tax concession for company cars).

– The ambitiousness of the climate goals and of the 
restrictions on greenhouse gases at national and inter‑
national level.

– Government policy on climate : sustainable and green 
projects are long‑term projects requiring some stabil‑
ity in government policy in order to attract investors. 
Political uncertainty can heighten the risks that those 
investment projects entail, and consequently increase 
their capital cost and impair their profitability.

– The polluter’s legal liability : clear legislation on cor‑
porate liability permitting legal action in cases where 
pollution has an adverse impact on well‑being or health 
could help to internalise the external costs attributable 
to the polluter.

– a carbon price that is too low to discourage investment 
with a significant carbon footprint.

within the financial sector, too, a number of factors are 
hampering the development of sustainable and green 
finance. Examples include :

– Reluctance regarding long‑term (illiquid) investment 
projects, in view of the distortions and risks that 

Chart 5  HISTORICAL VOLATILITY (1) OF GREEN SHARE 
INDICES (2) AND THE S&P 500 MARKET INDEX
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the projects may imply for the banking sector’s bal‑
ance sheets. conversely, the growing proportion of 
long‑term liabilities for the financial sector (e.g. for in‑
surers and pensions funds) also offers funding potential.

– information asymmetry and reporting that fail to reflect 
the climate risks (such as the amount of stranded assets, 
i.e. the assets devalued due to sudden and substantial 
changes in legislation, environmental constraints, or 
technology shocks) (oEcd, 2017). a transparent policy 
on climate risks could reveal the vulnerability of some 
non‑sustainable projects and therefore encourage the 
internalisation of the environmental risks.

– A non‑existent or inadequate ethical investment code : 
the lack of a code of conduct recognised by the busi‑
ness federations.

2.2.3 obstacles to green finance according to the 
asset managers

for asset managers, the absence of any definition or 
standards is the main impediment to sustainable invest‑
ment. According to a survey conducted in 2016 among 
a panel of asset managers in the United States, the lack 
of transparency – in the absence of a consensus on what 

constitutes a sustainable and green product, and with 
no code of conduct in the industry and no recognised 
supervisory body to ensure compliance with the rules – 
is one of the biggest obstacles to sustainable finance (1). 
this survey reveals that the lack of a standard definition 
of sustainable investment is an even greater barrier than 
the profitability of such investment. the absence of a 
standard performance benchmark which takes account 
of the positive external effects of this kind of investment 
ranks third. The limited supply and the fact that demand 
is deemed insufficient are also significant factors. finally, 
the lack of data and reliable analyses is another serious 
problem hampering the development of sustainable 
finance. However, it should be noted that the sample 
of this panel is distorted by a selection bias (probably 
exerting upward influence on the findings) since the 
managers polled sell sustainable investment products 
and are therefore already convinced, in principle, of the 
commercial potential of this market.

3. A promising example : green bonds

apart from the equity market where, as explained above, 
numerous factors are holding back sustainable and green 
investment, asset managers, investors and issuers can also 
turn to the bond market. Here, green bonds which have 

Chart 6 RESULTS OF A SURVEY (1) CONCERNING THE FACTORS HAMPERING THE GROWTH OF GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE FINANCE
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all the firms surveyed offer green and sustainable investment products.

(1) in the poll, sustainable finance was defined as investment in firms or funds that aim 
to link the financial return to a beneficial impact on society and the environment.
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been developed to exploit the potential of bonds and 
bond markets are making rapid progress. They provide 
fairly cheap capital in the medium and long term for en‑
vironmental projects. 

green bonds are a recent (2007) type of bond, often 
labelled, intended for funding environment‑friendly 
projects or activities in such fields as energy efficiency, 
renewable energy and transport. the green bond market 
was initially dominated by international public institu‑
tions such as the European investment bank (Eib) and 
the world bank, which responded to the demand from 
a number of institutional investors interested in environ‑
mental questions (natixis, 2017). Since then, the private 
sector has gradually entered the market. in 2013, it 
gained significantly in importance when entities such as 
the international finance corporation (ifc) and non‑fi‑
nancial corporations such as EDF, Toyota and Unilever 
issued green bonds amounting to billions of dollars. 
Demand for subscription to these bonds often exceeded 
the amount offered, demonstrating that investors were 
very interested in this product.

At global level, the amount of green bonds issued has 
increased substantially in recent years. In 2016, it totalled 
$ 81 billion (eight times the 2013 figure) and that is 
expected to virtually double in 2017. moreover, the issu‑
ers on this market have diversified – from development 
banks to private firms and local authorities – as have the 
underlying investments – renewable energy, energy effi‑
ciency, transport infrastructure, buildings and waste. if we 
consider the entire market for green bonds worldwide, 
the biggest issuers in 2016 were non‑financial corpora‑
tions (25.5 % of the amounts issued), commercial banks 
(23.2 %) and development banks (15.8 %). issues by local 
authorities and municipalities made up roughly 10 % of 
this market (compared to 6 % in 2015).

The steady pace of issues in turn attracted a very varied 
group of institutional investors from both the public and 
the private sector, ranging from Swedish pension funds 
to “responsible” american asset managers and from ethi‑
cal Dutch banks to socially responsible French investment 
projects. this enthusiasm is due partly to the growing im‑
portance that investors attach to sustainable development.

Chart 7 GREEN BOND ISSUES AT GLOBAL LEVEL
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in addition, green bonds appear to exhibit the same finan‑
cial characteristics as traditional bonds of the same issuer 
(see for example oEcd and bloomberg philanthropies, 
2015). that includes the credit quality, the yield and the 
issue price. in fact, it is estimated that the credit profile of 
green bonds is identical to that of the same issuer’s other 
bonds (“plain vanilla”, or traditional bonds ultimately re‑
deemed at par, paying a fixed interest rate via an annual 
coupon). owing to the strong demand for green bonds, 
one might think that their issuers could offer an interest 
rate lower than that on traditional bonds. in practice, the 
effect is small, however ; while the keen demand at the 
moment when green bonds are issued can sometimes 
lead to a slightly lower yield than on a traditional bond, 
that effect is generally very small and has little impact on 
the general yield (mirova, 2014). for example, chart  8 
shows the yield curve of traditional bonds (Eib) and green 
bonds (gb) issued by the European investment bank and 
by the Nordic Investment Bank. The differences are mini‑
mal and are not significant. finally, it should also be noted 
that the substantial demand for green bonds should be 
viewed in perspective, since the market currently rep‑
resents only a tiny fraction of the global bond market 
(estimated at around $ 100 000 billion).

in the context of sustainable finance, green bonds offer 
several advantages : they have a direct link with identifi‑
able projects, without any loss of yield or liquidity. they 
are also increasingly often accompanied by reporting on 
the environmental and social effects. apart from financial 
considerations, the growth of the green bond market has 

also been stimulated by the aim of developing financial 
tools specifically for combating climate change, which 
explains why green bonds are often issued by develop‑
ment banks. it was also the aim to create a new market 
so that green bonds could develop into a fully‑fledged 
asset category with their own specific funds and specialist 
investors. today, a deep, liquid and diversified market in 
green bonds amounting to several billion dollars seems a 
realistic prospect.

from the issuers’ point of view, green bonds are a pre‑
ferred financing instrument for diversifying their investor 
base, more specifically in order to attract long‑term re‑
sponsible investors. by issuing green bonds, firms can also 
promote their sustainable development strategy and build 
up their reputation in that area (Shishlov et al., 2016).

this type of financial instrument is also suitable for inves‑
tors attracted by the more extensive information available 
on the underlying asset (increased transparency obliga‑
tion) and more generally by the corporate strategy of the 
issuer (ministère de l’Environnement, de l’Énergie et de la 
mer, 2016). one of the major advantages of non‑sover‑
eign green bonds is therefore the extra transparency and 
predictability that they offer investors. Green bonds also 
enable investors to diversify their portfolios, in particular 
by acquiring assets which are not at risk of becoming 
stranded. Finally, these instruments help investors to 
implement their own long‑term climate strategy and to 
promote it among savers (banque de france, 2016).

However, green bonds also generate additional costs 
compared to traditional bond issues. For the issuer, those 
costs concern the need to label the securities, and the 
reporting requirement ; for the investor, they include the 
time entailed in analysing that type of bonds.

Furthermore, the market is subject to credibility risks. In this 
connection, there is no clear definition of what “green” 
means, and there is insufficient confidence in the follow‑up 
and assessment of green bonds, especially as that implies 
closer supervision of the funded projects on the part of in‑
vestors. there is no legal rule on what qualifies for funding 
via “green bonds”. failing that, the market focuses mainly 
on transparency so that investors can judge the quality 
of the issue. that is why the leading market players have 
established tacit rules. Examples include the Green Bond 
principles (gbps), laid down by the international capital 
market association (icma, 2016), which identifies the 
various types of green bond and the factors which must be 
taken into account when issuing them. the gbps specify 
a number of good practices to be respected : defining in 
advance the activities potentially eligible for funding via 
green bonds, establishing a mechanism for independent 

Chart 8  YIELD CURVE OF TRADITIONAL BONDS (EIB) 
AND GREEN BONDS (GB) ISSUED BY THE 
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supervision over the ecological character of the issue, and 
producing a public annual report permitting monitoring of 
the projects’ progress. the climate bonds initiative (cbi) 
has devised standards facilitating voluntary certification of 
the impact on the climate. There are also numerous rating 
agencies that conduct non‑financial audits. However, label‑
ling and external assessment are not compulsory according 
to the existing approaches.

There is another risk inherent in green bonds : market 
players are particularly worried about the reputation risk 
associated with “greenwashing”, i.e. the issue of green 
bonds to fund projects which are not “green” or which 
do not fulfil the commitments, thus damaging investor 
confidence. that risk is all the greater since there is no 
definition of “green” projects, the external checks are not 
standardised and, above all, are not compulsory, and the 
reporting methodologies are divergent.

other specific risks may also arise. for instance, issuers 
may be confronted by a “green default” risk, or in other 
words, the risk of being held legally liable for failure to 
comply with the commitments concerning the green 
character of the project. Finally, it is also necessary to 
take account of credit risk and counterparty risk. Those 
risks relate primarily to the investment projects funded, 
which involve new players or relatively innovative spheres 
of activity, and to the long or very long period of time as‑
sociated with such investment. 

4. Some points concerning Belgium

In Belgium as in the European Union, interest in sustain‑
able and green finance is on the rise. that is evident, for 
example from the recent development of legislation on 
the subject. also, there have been some financial sector 
initiatives and moves concerning labelling which have 
contributed to the spread of financial products in that 
category, particularly savings accounts for consumers and 
investment funds classed as sustainable.

4.1 legislative framework

in belgium, the first initiative aimed at promoting sustain‑
able and green investment dates from 2002 (1). It led to the 
adoption of a programme law specifying that institutions 
providing supplementary pensions for self‑employed per‑
sons must include in their annual report information on 
the degree to which they take account of social, ethical 
and environmental aspects in their investment strategy. 
a 2003  law (2) made provision for a similar transparency 
measure for all supplementary pension institutions.

in 2012, two provisions of the law on certain forms of col‑
lective investment portfolio management (3) (aimed at ucis) 
are worth mentioning. the first concerns the prospectus, 
which must specify the degree to which social, ethical and 
environmental aspects are taken into account in imple‑
menting the investment strategy ; the second relates to the 
annual report, which must supply information on the way 
in which those aspects were taken into consideration.

In regard to controversial investment, Belgium adopted 
a law in 2006 on the financing of controversial weapon 
systems (4). This legislation meant that Belgium played a 
pioneering role here, but the implementation of the law 
is still posing problems as the list of firms engaging in 
activities that it prohibits has not been published (5).

Finally, for completeness, it should be noted that a draft 
Resolution is currently being debated in parliament where‑
by members are asking the federal authorities to refrain 
from investing in fossil fuels.

At European level, a Directive (6) was adopted in 2014 re‑
quiring listed companies with more than 500 employees 
to include environmental and social information in their 
financial reports.

in addition, a new directive (ioRp ii) on institutions for 
occupational retirement provision (7) was adopted in 2016. 
It emphasises the importance of good risk management, 
including the risks associated with climate change and 
the use of resources, ecological risks, social risks and the 
risks relating to the depreciation of assets resulting from 
changes in the regulatory framework (stranded assets). 
However, although the directive encourages ioRps to 
improve their management of the environmental risks, it 
does not contain any binding provisions on the subject.

4.2 Private initiatives

although there is still no legal framework in belgium de‑
fining and regulating sustainable investment like the one 

(1) Moniteur belge / Belgisch Staatsblad of 31 december 2002.
(2) Moniteur belge / Belgisch Staatsblad of 15 may 2003.
(3) Moniteur belge / Belgisch Staatsblad of 19 october 2012.
(4) the law of 8 June 2006 (Moniteur belge /  Belgisch Staatsblad of 9 June 2006) 

regulating economic and individual activities concerning weapons, as amended 
by two subsequent laws, prohibits among other things the financing of any 
belgian or foreign company whose activity consists in the manufacture, use, 
repair, marketing, sale, distribution, import or export, warehousing or transport 
of anti‑personnel mines, cluster munitions and / or dummy ammunition and 
armouring containing depleted uranium or any other type of industrial uranium 
within the meaning of this law with a view to their proliferation.

(5) the law of 20 march 2007 stipulated that, by no later than 1 may 2008, a 
public list must be published of firms proven to engage in one of the activities 
prohibited by the law, firms owning a stake of more than 50 % in those firms, 
and collective investment institutions holding financial instruments of one of the 
said firms. However, that list has not yet been published.

(6) directive 2014 / 95 / Eu.
(7) directive (Eu) 2016 / 2341.
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developed in France in 2016 (1), various certificates and 
labels relating to the sustainable and green character of 
investment are nevertheless available. they are awarded 
by entities such as forum Ethibel, a non‑profit organisation 
involved in the rating, independent monitoring and certifi‑
cation of financial products. created in 1992, the Ethibel 
pioneer label is awarded to investment funds that invest 
solely in equities and bonds of firms which are among 
the leaders in their sector in all aspects of corporate social 
responsibility. The funds may also include government 
bonds and bonds issued by international institutions. In 
2004, Forum Ethibel launched a second label, called Ethibel 
Excellence, to meet the needs of financial institutions and 
investors. it is awarded to funds investing in firms which 
perform above average in their sector in all aspects of 
corporate social responsibility, or in government bonds and 
bonds issued by international institutions. On the Belgian 
market, there are currently six funds with such a label.

Unlike labels guaranteeing a sustainable portfolio com‑
posed on the basis of very strict selection criteria drawn 
up by the label manager (in this case forum Ethibel), the 

certificates give investors a guarantee that the statements 
made by the fund manager are true, namely that they 
meet all the non‑financial criteria imposed by the label 
manager and predefined in a specification. the certificate 
therefore does not say anything about the intrinsic quality 
of the product or about whether the investment conforms 
to the label manager’s own standards concerning ethical 
or sustainable investment. Just over twenty investment 
and savings products have received this certificate.

Other labels have also been introduced recently. For ex‑
ample, in the sphere of economic solidarity, the Financité 
et Fairfin label (created in 2014) is issued for products that 
permit direct investment in the social economy, such as 
shares in a cooperative society or bonds of a non‑profit 
organisation. it certifies that, on the basis of social crite‑
ria, the products fund activities that generate social and 
environmental benefits.

in 2013, febelfin (the belgian financial sector federation) 
and bEama (belgian asset managers association) harmo‑
nised their definitions of sustainable financial products. 
that harmonisation was based on transparency concerning 
(1) controversial activities, (2) the way in which the strat‑
egy for composing and managing sustainable products is 
implemented, and (3) external supervision. apart from this 

(1) the first public iSR (investissement Socialement Responsable) label was launched 
in france in 2016. it is intended to guarantee the extra‑financial quality of the 
products and facilitate the spread of this type of investment.

Chart 9 SUSTAINABLE AND GREEN INVESTMENT IN BELGIUM
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transparency, the approach also implies some minimum re‑
quirements that must be met by firms or public authorities 
which may be financed with funds derived from sustainable 
financial products. certain activities are excluded, such 
as the financing of the arms industry or the financing of 
projects, businesses or countries which clearly violate the 
principles of the United Nations Global Compact.

4.3 Some figures

on the basis of data from the bEama and financial in‑
stitutions, the amount invested in sustainable investment 
funds in belgium came to around € 13 billion in 2015, 
representing roughly 7.6 % of the Belgian investment 
fund market. after contracting between 2010 and 2013, 
that market has been expanding again for two years.

In addition to investment funds, banks also offer solidarity 
savings products and / or sustainable savings products for 
individuals. these are savings accounts from which the 
funds are used by credit institutions to finance projects in 
the sphere of the social economy and economic solidarity, 
or environmental projects. The amount saved by Belgian 
households in this type of product came to € 3.5 billion 
in 2015, or 1.45 % of the outstanding total on savings 
accounts in Belgium.

5. main challenges and implications for 
public policy

the analysis elements presented above highlight two 
major obstacles which the government should remove 
in order to facilitate further expansion of sustainable and 
green finance. this concerns the lack of transparency in 
regard to financial products in this category (g20 green 
Finance Study Group, 2016) and the general failure to 
take account of externalities, be they negative or positive 
(paris Europlace, 2016).

the definition and implementation of common standards 
is an essential precondition for developing the market 
and ensuring confidence in that market. improved mar‑
ket standardisation should aim to increase transparency 
for investors in order to reduce the reputation risk and 
transaction costs. Various institutions and countries have 
set their own rules for the valuation and labelling of 
green assets, but the diversity in that regard indicates 
that great heterogeneity persists. That is due partly to 
the continuing dilemma between opting for a flexible 
label that leaves some scope for initiative and market 
dynamics, and choosing a label which is more exact‑
ing and therefore ensures greater integrity and investor 

confidence. the idea of a voluntary label stricter than 
the current labels is relevant, but is only practicable for a 
region where there is unanimity on the meaning of “sus‑
tainable”, e.g. a potential European label.

other initiatives could also foster growth of the sustain‑
able finance market. the development of equity or bond 
indices enhances the comparability of the financial prod‑
ucts offered and reduces the cost of access to information 
for investors. In the case of green bonds, for example, 
some stock exchanges (london, oslo, Stockholm) have 
launched dedicated exchange listings, which facilitate 
access to information and encourage expansion of the 
secondary market.

in parallel with the introduction of common standards 
and specific equity or bond indices, it is also appropriate 
to set up bodies to oversee sustainable financial products 
in order to prevent “greenwashing”. centralised control 
and certification would probably also facilitate a reduc‑
tion in the labelling and reporting costs associated with 
these assets.

another possible move would be for the government to 
oblige private market players to take account of negative 
externalities (e.g. by setting a high carbon price) or the 
financial risks associated with assets which could become 
stranded. Such measures could indirectly drive up the 
cost of polluting investment and reduce the relative cost 
of sustainable investment without increasing the risks to 
financial stability.

Establishment of mechanisms that encourage the holding 
of sustainable assets is another conceivable approach. 
Such mechanisms could take the form of adjustments 
to the rules on holding securities to finance the energy 
transition, e.g. via a “green supporting factor” which 
could take the form of less stringent requirements for 
capital made available for funding those assets and invest‑
ing in them, as proposed by the Fédération française des 
banques (2016).

Government bodies, and particularly the regulators, have 
begun issuing recommendations for addressing these 
challenges by means of transparency, on the one hand, 
and incentive schemes on the other.

For instance, the Task Force on Climate‑related Financial 
disclosures (tfcd) of the financial Stability board (fSb) 
has recommended transparency based on four principles :

– governance : the TFCD advocates disclosure of the 
organisation’s governance concerning the risks and op‑
portunities relating to climate change ;
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– strategy : the TFCD advises disclosure of the actual and 
potential risks and opportunities that climate change 
implies for the organisation of the business, its strat‑
egy and its financial planning. the organisation may 
explain how various climate change scenarios would 
affect its strategy ;

– risk management : the TFCD recommends disclosure of 
the practices implemented to identify, assess and man‑
age the risks resulting from climate change ;

– metrics and targets : the TFCD advocates transparency 
regarding the tools and targets used to assess and 
manage the risks and opportunities associated with 
climate change.

In addition, since the regulators need to have full informa‑
tion on the risks, transparency must extend to the whole 
of the financial sector and, in particular, the sectors most 
vulnerable to climate change.

The regulators may supplement the static picture obtained 
from the transparency process in two ways : (1) by intro‑
ducing “carbon” stress tests that can identify the vulner‑
abilities of financial institutions when confronted with 
extreme changes concerning climate and energy, and (2) 
by introducing a target “corridor” for future changes in 
the carbon price.

This corridor indicates the minimum price for emission 
rights ensuring that this mechanism has a deterrent ef‑
fect on pollution. A maximum price must also be set in 
order to ensure a smooth transition without jeopardis‑
ing the stability of the economic and financial fabric. 

The minimum and maximum prices must gradually rise 
to bring about the transition leading to a low‑carbon 
economy (the orange zone in chart 10), during which the 
emission price becomes sufficiently high to force polluting 
industries to change. the starting price may appear low 
compared to the real cost of emissions, but the signal of 
a rising price can help to initiate the change. Of course, 
this mechanism is totally ineffective unless it is imple‑
mented worldwide, in order to prevent the most polluting 
industries from relocating to countries with less stringent 
environmental rules.

Reconciliation of the operation of the financial markets 
with social and environmental goals is a general objective 
that can be sub‑divided into various aspects : optimisation 
of long‑term performance and improved internalisation of 
the externalities in the valuation of assets, reallocation of 
capital to low‑carbon assets, and better awareness of the 
risks associated with climate change.

To achieve these objectives, government policy can focus 
on three main points : the creation of opportunities in the 
sphere of sustainable and green investment, extension 
of the time horizon for investors, and establishment of 
environmental targets.

Developing the opportunities for sustainable 
investment

Government policy on this subject tries to introduce 
incentive schemes in order to lower the capital cost for 
sustainable projects. Among other things, this approach 
involves identifying the projects in question and the assets 
used to fund them (loans, bonds, equities). in this connec‑
tion, the first aim of government policy should be to boost 
the return on those assets in order to bring them to the 
attention of a large number of investors, and thus steer 
private investment towards sustainable financial products, 
such as green bonds. Examples of specific instruments 
which may be used include “risk‑sharing”, whereby the 
risk is shared between public and private players, or the 
creation of incentives such as the “green supporting fac‑
tor” mentioned earlier.

Extending the time horizon for investors

This point requires changes in investors’ strategy and 
behaviour so that they optimise the return on their assets 
in the long term, instead of in the short term. The gov‑
ernment’s role is to create demand for these long‑term 
approaches by establishing a favourable regulatory frame‑
work (reporting obligations regarding long‑term risks, 
limits on remuneration based on short‑term performance, 
etc.). the underlying idea is that if the financial market 

Chart 10  CARBON PRICE “CORRIDOR”
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players extend the time horizon for their decisions, they 
must necessarily take account of the new constraints re‑
sulting from climate change by anticipating the changes 
that will affect certain economic sectors, and the inevita‑
ble political and regulatory constraints that will undoubt‑
edly try to limit the effects of those changes.

Aiming at an environmental target in the 
legislation 

In order to achieve a global environmental target, explicit 
economic targets could be set (“green” share, percentage 
of capital devoted to renewable energy, ceiling on the 
financing of energy sources emitting the most greenhouse 
gas, etc.). Each country could choose the most appropri‑
ate ways of meeting the international obligations, de‑
pending on the structure of its domestic financial system.

Conclusion

The increasing interest in sustainable and responsible 
investment is linked to a number of recent developments 
at global level. One of the most important developments 
is awareness of the climate change caused by economic 
activity. the need to limit global warming and the com‑
mitments that countries have made on that subject have 
triggered debate on the importance of transforming pro‑
duction processes and their financing. as regards energy 
production, transport, and energy efficiency in particular, 
massive investment in green projects will be needed in the 
near future to meet the climate targets. However, those 
projects feature some characteristics (long‑term horizon, 
use of new technologies, complexity, associated risks and 

uncertain returns) that necessitate a change in the current 
financial market framework.

A number of factors still hinder the supply of sustainable 
and green finance. for one thing, the carbon market in 
its current form does little to penalise polluting industries 
and therefore fails to take full account not only of harmful 
effects on the climate but also of the beneficial impact of 
sustainable and green investment. moreover, the returns 
on this investment do not yet appear sufficiently attractive 
for potential investors. In addition, some of the economic 
policies or rules prevailing on the financial markets are still 
inadequate to encourage a smooth transition for the fi‑
nancing of the economy and avoid the creation of stranded 
assets. these imperfections, coupled with the relative ab‑
sence of transparency, the lack of any shared definitions, 
and the need for a body to supervise financial products 
labelled as sustainable, are slowing down the development 
of these products. conversely, green bonds, which are usu‑
ally dedicated to clearly identified projects, are proving to 
be a promising example of a sustainable financial product.

in order to meet the growing demand, the supply of sus‑
tainable and green finance will have to address a number 
of challenges, and the public authorities have a major role 
to play here. They have various mechanisms at their dis‑
posal for channelling the flow of funds towards more envi‑
ronment‑friendly industrial projects that also show greater 
respect for social and ethical criteria or those relating to 
better governance. These mechanisms concern incentives 
(definition of binding targets, consideration of externali‑
ties), legislation (establishment of supervisory bodies, con‑
sideration of the long‑term risks) and market transparency 
(labelling, creation of equity and bond indices).
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